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Wedding
GUIDE



It's happened. They've finally popped the
question and you are completely consumed with
love and the overwhelming excitement of finally
getting to plan your wedding.

Then, reality hits.

The task quickly becomes daunting and at times,
just plain stressful. You've probably never had to
plan a wedding timeline before.

What’s normal?
Who should do what?
Why do we need that?

A decade in the wedding industry has shown me
what works and ultimately, what doesn't.

This guide is bursting with tips and ideas gained
from first-hand experience of weddings but
remember, the most important thing about your
day is that it is just that.

Your day.

You should always plan the wedding of your
dreams, not everyone else’s.

WHERE
DO
I 
START?
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Often referred to as ‘bridal prep’ or
‘groom prep’ 

The
Morning
Of
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YOUR LOCATION
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Everybody loves those heavenly pictures of the
glowing bride surrounded by her devoted
bridesmaids, elegantly sipping champagne in
matching loungewear, her makeup effortlessly
applied, her hair pinned to perfection.

Those sharp-looking grooms with their polished pals
casually adjusting their dapper tuxedos, adjusting
their collars, and sharing a ‘broment.'

Here’s a little secret.

While those moments may be candid, the emotion
real, and the participants drop-dead gorgeous, the
surroundings have been skillfully staged to
completely remove any distractions from the main
event...you!

When planning the morning of your wedding,
consider where you are going to be getting ready. If
your home doesn’t have the space for the images you
envisage, consider going elsewhere for your bridal
prep.

Does your venue have a dedicated prep room,
perhaps a large, bright suite? If not, look into hiring an
Airbnb for the night before the wedding.

Make sure the space is big enough for all of you, not
forgetting that you’re likely to have Hair and Makeup
artists taking up space too.



Delegate the task of clearing the space
before your photographer arrives. Clutter

(bags, water bottles, coats, half-eaten
food) will spoil your aesthetic, so make

sure it's all hidden from view.
 

Ensuring the environment is clear and
photo-friendly will mean that when your

photographer arrives, they can get
straight on with their job, capturing those

perfect photos of you getting ready for
the most important day of your life.

 
Trust me when I say that you will

appreciate it when your gallery comes
back.

YOUR LOCATION
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Whether you are a traditionalist, superstitious (or
you just want to get ready in peace!) it's likely
your partner will be at a different location on the
morning of the wedding.

A second photographer is a sensible investment if
your partner would also like their experience of
'the morning of' captured on film.

A second shooter ensures that your primary
photographer isn't running back and forth to
different locations to capture you both. They can
focus solely on you, and your photos will be
natural and relaxed.

Having a second shooter for the day also means
you could have your ceremony, speeches, and
any other special moment shot from two different
perspectives.

Second shooters are so great for capturing plenty
of candid images of your guests!

Your photographer will usually offer this as an
add on to your package. Prices may start from
around £250 for a day, depending on the second
shooter's fees.

Your partners
location 
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Timing your morning 
The morning of your wedding will be full of excitement. You're finally marrying your

soulmate, not to mention you're about to step into the dress of your dreams.
 

The best way to eradicate any unnecessary stress is to work backward from you
both arriving at the venue.

 
What time do you need to leave?

Aim to be in your wedding outfit at least 45 minutes before you are due to leave for
the venue. A plethora of irritating occurrences can cause you to be behind

schedule. Dresses are complicated to get into, earring backs get lost, the clasp of
your necklace won't fasten, your bridesmaid's zip has broken and she urgently

needs sewing into her jumpsuit - trust me, I have seen them all!
 

With 45 minutes of grace, there should be plenty of time for any last-minute
hiccups, tears, or hair and makeup top-ups to be addressed without throwing your

whole day off schedule.
 

How many bridesmaids do you have?
Clarify how long it will take your Hair and Makeup Artist to complete each

bridesmaid's hair and makeup. Don't forget to include yourself and any family
members that may be getting theirs done too!

 
Most experienced HMUAs will work out a schedule for you and tell you what time

they need to arrive.
 

Be prepared - it might be EARLY.
 

Remember those little hiccups I talked about earlier?
 

While it may seem tempting to have your hair and makeup started after everyone
else, if your HMUA goes over schedule, it could spell disaster. You'll be left

barefaced with the least time for your glam squad to try to fix you up.
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Timing your
morning 

Things to check the day before:

Has  the best man picked his suit up from
the tailors?
Do everyone’s shoes fit?
Does everyone have any cuff links or
jewellery they need to wear?
Are you packed?

If anyone (dares) answer no to these kinds
of questions with only minutes to go until
your ceremony, it's going to be too late.

How are you all getting to the venue and
how long will it take?
Have you hired a car?
Will everybody fit?
Do you have lifts sorted for everyone?
Have you done a trial run?

It’s best to check that everyone knows
where they should be and when. That way,
there is no last-minute panic or risk of
leaving anyone behind.

Don’t forget to allocate extra time for
weekends or bank holidays - the roads will
be busier!
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 Your ceremony.
Whatever your religion or venue of choice, it is likely that you will have
chosen someone to lead your ceremony. This person will be able to
discuss any elements you may wish to personalise and make the
service bespoke to you as a couple.

Whether that’s changing the odd word in traditional vows, having
friends or family members do a reading, writing your own vows, or
including the lyrics to that song - if you don't ask, you don't get!

Your photographer and videographer may have limited access to
certain areas and certain parts of your ceremony. Religious clergy in
particular often do not allow a photographer at the front of your
church or allow them to move at all during the ceremony. Please
discuss this with them before your wedding day so that you aren’t
disappointed.

If you are offered a rehearsal date, take it. Ask all the main members of
your wedding party to attend - you’d be surprised how much you
didn’t know about your service!

WHAT IS A CELEBRANT?
celebrant is a great option if you want to completely personalise your ceremony. A
celebrant is a person who resides over a wedding ceremony. In England and Wales

they are not legally able to marry a couple, however many couples choose to
marry legally in a registry office a few days before the ceremony and then have a

celebrant reside over their ceremony in front of friends and family. They are also a
wonderful option if you have a date in mind but the registrar isn’t available.   

 
More info can be found here at UKSOC.
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https://www.uksoc.com/celebrant-training-courses/what-is-a-celebrant/




This decision is completely up to you. The only considerations to
make are the availability of your clergy/registrar and the time of
year.

If you have chosen to marry during the summer months, the days
will be longer. Unless you're getting married outside, your
ceremony time will have little effect on the order of your day.

Ensure your guests can watch the ceremony comfortably by
choosing a time when the sun isn't high in the sky and provide
some shade, fans, or umbrellas if it's likely to be hot.

In contrast, if you are getting married during the winter months, a
late-afternoon ceremony will mean your indoor photos will be
reliant on ambient light you may expect to see some grain in your
images, this is mostly unavoidable and often adds a sense of
nostalgia to your gallery.

Your couple and group photos will also likely be taking place after
the sun has set and so your photographer may need to use a flash.
.

 Your
ceremony

timing.
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The nerve-wracking part is over and it’s time to enjoy yourself!
Starting married life often involves a walk back down the aisle, in
front of all your family and friends before bursting out of the door
in a blizzard of confetti. There is no such thing as too much confetti.

Whatever you’ve bought, double it.

Light-coloured, biodegradable paper confetti works best for your
photos. It's lightweight and floats down slowly. It also works better
in cones or loose in a basket so that your guests can grab a good
handful and make a big impact.

Dried petals look lovely in cones, but they fall to the earth as soon
as they go up!

It's helpful for your photographer if you can prep a few groomsmen
to organise your guests into lines after your ceremony. Your
photographer can take the lead, but having some loud voices who
know your guests is handy.

Your photographer will be capturing your first steps into happily
ever after - so smile!

After your
ceremony. 
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Whilst we’re on
the subject...
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...of Groomsmen and Bridesmaids.
 

Helping you in and out of the car
Taking the bouquet during your ceremony
Keeping your valuables safe
Ushering guests into the venue
Helping to organise group photos
Handing out confetti
Moving floral arrangements from the venue to reception
Making speeches
TEARING UP THE DANCE FLOOR

You have selected your best and most trusted friends or family members to be by
your side and support you throughout your day. Whoever has made it into your
wedding party; bridesmaid groomsman, best man, best woman, honor attendant -
it's crucial that you do not let them off their duties lightly!

If something goes wrong and it can be fixed without you knowing, perfect.

If something goes wrong and nothing can be done, so what.

The important thing is that they keep it to themselves and spare you the stress or
the worry. The last thing you need to be thinking about is the best man's shoes not
matching, or auntie Sue's car breaking down.

You both deserve to be blissfully unaware and free to enjoy your special day!

Below is a list of duties you can (and should) assign to your wedding party on the
day:



 So now what? You’ve had your ceremony, you are at your reception
venue. What happens next?

After you’ve had a chance to chat you your guests whilst having some
welcome drinks, your photographer will probably want to steal you
away for 20-30 minutes or so for some portraits of the two  of you. This
time is perfect for you both to also have a short time alone on your
day (with your photographer nearby). You’ve just got married and it’s
likely you’ll both be feeling giddy at the thought!  Your photographer
may also want to take you for a few portraits at sunset, depending on
the time of year.  

If you’ve chosen to have some group photos with your family and
friends, your photographer will probably also use this time to take
those. Trust your photographer to find you the perfect spot to have
your group photos...direct sunlight or areas that are super ‘busy’ in
the background probably won’t work well. 

Its helpful to provide your photographer with a list of group photos
you would like. You probably don’t want more than 8-10 groups in this
list, with each shot taking 3-5 minutes to organise and execute you
will get bored and uncomfortable standing around much longer,
especially if it’s super cold or a very hot day outside. Give a copy of
this group shot list to one of your groomsmen who knows the family
well, they can help round people up so your photographer can get on
with the photos. 

That bit in between 
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If there is going to be a considerable amount of time between you
arriving at your reception and sitting down for your meal, filling
this time with some welcome drinks is a great idea. If you have the
budget for entertainment, this may be a good time to have a
magician or a singer/musician play. If it’s a warm spring summer
day, lawn games always go down a treat to help your guests
mingle. Giant Jenga and croquet seem to end up as firm
favourites! I have seen couples create their own coconut shys,
ring toss and selfie stations too so you needn’t spend a fortune. 

 If you have a lot of young children at yourcelebration, you can
now hire companies to keep them entertained durning the
afternoon. They will often play games with them. 

For you as a newly married couple though, this  time will
absolutely fly by!  It’s important to enjoy it and go along with the
flow!



Speeches 

W A F F L E .  .  .
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We all love a good speech. But, how many times have you
experienced the speeches going on just that little bit too long?
Even the Groom's funniest punchlines will gain very few chuckles
if your guests have been sat for an hour, starving, listening to
everyone else.

 

Oh me oh my I could write a book on this alone. However I shall
keep it brief and condense it down into one page. Which,
coincidentally, is exactly what your speech makers should do too. 

W I N G I N G  I  T .  .  .  
 I’ve witnessed grown men reduced to tears causing them to forget
every detail of their 16-year friendship. I’ve watched fathers so
overwhelmed with emotion that they've gone completely off-piste
and talked about nothing in particular for AN HOUR.

If your dad or your best man tells you they’re just going to ‘wing it’
when it comes to their speech, urge them to write down even a
few notes 'just in case.'

3 or 4 speeches 10 minutes maximum. 

Any more speakers, or anyone talking for longer you’re going to
have some hungry guests and a kitchen full of staff waiting to
bring out food.  I have found it’s often best to have speeches
before your meal, as your speakers can then relax and enjoy their
food without worrying about how many lols they’re going to get. 

Having speeches in between each course may seem like good
plan, however your photographer will usually use the time during
your meal to back up images to a hard drive from your day so far
and also recharge their own batteries. It’s a long day without a
break otherwise.  

M Y  R E C C O M M E N D A T I O N S .  .  ?  
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First Dance  

Your parents could join you on the dance floor 

Your bridal party could pair up and join you

Choose an upbeat  track and prep your bridesmaids and groomsmen to

jump in after the first few lines

Disregard tradition altogether and have a dance off with your pals 

You're full of fine food, champagne and love. Now it's time for the lights to go

down and the party to start. 

All eyes are on you once again as your evening guests arrive and you take to

the floor to have your first dance as a married couple. But what will you dance

to? 

Music genre is personal to everyone. Whether its an emotional power ballad,

an indie hit from your university days or a song that has a secret significance

only you two love birds will understand, it doesn't matter. The only thing that

matters is that it represents you. 

It is a real treat to watch a couple, full to the brim of adoration for each other,

sway in a loving embrace around a dance floor. So don't stress about pulling

out the Strictly moves, enjoy the moment and your photographer will capture

it for you. 

If even the thought of dancing in front of a room full of people makes you

break out into a cold sweat, you do have other options: 

 

   



take inspiration 

A great exercise when trying to plan your wedding timeline is to
ask others. Someone may make a suggestion that hasn't
crossed your mind and help you to make the most out of your
day.  Below is a list of questions you can ask your recently wed
friends.  

What's your favourite memory of your wedding?

What's your number one piece of advice for planning?

What's one thing we should definitely do on our wedding day?

 Tell me something that worried you most, but didn’t matter

on the day. 

What do you wish you spent more money on? 

What do you wish you had spent less money on?

Were there any logistical challenges you had to overcome? 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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EXTRAS EQUALS EPIC 
Here are just a few things you can add to your day to make
your photos absolutely epic:

Confetti cannons

Champagne to pop

Sparklers 

Glitter stations

 Smoke bombs

 Vintage convertible car/motorcycle and side car

Ice cream cart/cocktail bar

Cigars

Singing waiters (so much better than it sounds!) 
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THANK YOU
A genuine thank you to you for reading this guide. 

I hope it has provided you with some direction and added even more excitement to your wedding
planning. 

Again,  everyone’s wedding day is different. And that's what makes it so special. 

Hitched without a hitch or perfectly imperfect; we all have our preconceptions of how the day might
look. The only thing that matters is that you're there, you're happy and you do the damn thing. 

And finally, if you have booked your wedding photography with me I offer a free timeline planning
consultation on the lead up to your wedding day.

I can't wait to be part of your happily ever after. 

 


